
client testimonial

We chose Nancy to be our doula because the connection we felt with her was authentic and 
her obvious care and respect for our desires was apparent. She is very calming and her 
confident manner was exactly what we needed. 

Having a doula during the birth allowed me and my partner to completely focus on each other 
and the birth itself knowing that we could rely on Nancy to handle all the logistics and other 
practical matters. My most memorable moment was when I was about to give birth and 
Nancy swapped places with my partner to allow him to witness our daughter being born. 
Nancy did not hesitate to hold my hand and be completely present with me, which I really 
needed in that moment. The most helpful thing Nancy did to support us was advocating on 
our behalf with the medical staff to allow us the time we needed at each stage of the 
induction process. In labour the most helpful things to me were my partner, the TENS 
machine and positive news about my dilation.  

Having a doula during the birth allowed me 
and my partner to completely focus on 
each other and the birth itself...

The care 
and support 
 allowed us 
to create a 

birth 
experience 

that we 
wanted 
and are 

proud of. 

I felt like a great load was lifted from my mind and all I had to do 
was be present with my partner. 

- Bianca, Andrew & baby Joy

 I would not hesitate to say that having a doula increased absolutely 
increased our birth satisfaction. The care and support provided allowed 
us to create a birth experience that we wanted and are proud of. 

With Nancy as our doula I felt completely able to focus just on my partner 
knowing that Nancy was handling everything else that needed any 
attention. I felt like a great load was lifted from my mind and all I had to 
do was be present with my partner.  

Thoughts from dad:


